Architectural Specification

Manufacturing of stile and rail wood doors

All doors sold by Rogue Valley Door are manufactured in Grants Pass, Oregon. With exception to a small inventory of 2 panel arch top knotty alder doors that are imported (KA 42, KA 13). Door construction, unless specified differently shall include a finger jointed engineered core that is sandwiched between veneers. Rogue Valley doors uses 1/14” solid veneers on all stiles and rails with matching edges to help prevent warp or distortion. A splined hardwood dowel is used in the connection of all stiles and rails. In regards to moisture content, wood components range between 6 – 10%. Raised panels are assembled using solid wood material, and flat panels are manufactured by applying veneers to a medium density fiberboard core. Multi-lite doors are manufactured using either TDL (true divided lite) or SDL (simulated divided lite). TDL bars are available as 1-1/4” or 7/8” for single pane glass and 1-3/8” for insulated glass. SDL bars are available as 7/8” or 1-3/8” with a shadow bar to give the appearance of a TDL. This type of construction is time tested and is backed by our one year warranty. All glass used in Rogue Valley doors is tempered.

Premium features are available; these features include increased veneer thickness (1/4”), solid construction, and a lag bolt option. These features, in some cases, can extend the life of the standard one year warranty.

Manufacturing of 45/60/90 minute rated wood doors

Door construction, unless specified differently shall include the lamination of 9/16” thick pre-assembled door faces which include the stile, rail, and panel pieces to the face of the appropriate rated core material. The door face configuration is assembled to match the specified door design and species required. Prior to the lamination of the door faces to the fire rated core the edges of the door faces are routed to accept an intumescent strip. This intumescent strip will expand if exposed to heat and cause a smoke seal around the perimeter of the door. The 9/16” pieces are glued to the fire core using a polyvinyl acetate glue that creates a bond that surpasses in the inherent strength of solid wood.